
CLEAR COUNSEL IN A CHANGING LANDSCAPE

The rapidly changing global tax and legal environment means the legal  
challenges facing international families are becoming increasingly complex,  

taking more of your time, creating greater risk and, sometimes,  
resulting in spiralling costs. Stonehage Fleming’s Legal & Tax Advisory  
service will help you deal with these issues efficiently and effectively.

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE

Because we have supported international families  
for over forty years, we understand the complicated 
legal issues our entrepreneurial family clients face 
every day: multi-dimensional estate planning, trusts, 
confusing cross-border tax regimes, and conflicting 
family opinion obstructing the need for decisive and 
rapid decision-making.

That is why our tax and legal advisers always offer 
advice that is, first and foremost, pragmatic and 
commercial, to deliver the essential outcomes you 
are striving for.

When necessary, we will source counsel from 
our international network of external advisers. 
However, we will never delegate responsibility for 
finding the right solutions.

We understand that the actions you take following 
our recommendations must operate effectively not 
only at inception but also for years down the line.  
We ensure our counsel is always simple to 
understand and communicate. We believe that 
wherever there is unnecessary complexity, risk may 
be around the corner.

PROTECTING YOUR FAMILY WEALTH

LEGAL & TAX ADVISORY
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To find out more, simply contact your Stonehage Fleming adviser  
email: enquir ies@stonehagef leming .com or visit: stonehagef leming .com

•    Family governance 

•    Investment structuring 

•    Trust disputes 

•    South African Exchange Control and Emigration 

•    Trust implications of divorce 

•    Commercial agreements

•    Employee incentives

•    Trusts, estates and succession planning

•    United Kingdom, United States  
and South African tax

•    Cross-border taxation

•    Foundations

•    Family governance 

•    Wills

•    Philanthropy / Charity

MAKING THE COMPLEX SIMPLE

However you wish to work with us, you will always have a principal point of contact. 
 This makes your relationship with us simple and straightforward, and ensures that the management of individual  

aspects of your family’s finances is always considered in the context of your broader arrangements.

OUR INVOLVEMENT

Working with the same commitment, flexibility and accessibility that you would expect  
from your own in-house counsel. Stonehage Fleming’s lawyers are from a diverse range of jurisdictions  
and disciplines, with senior members of the team acting as strategic technical advisers to your family.

The legal and tax areas we cover are:
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